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Cultural complexity and demography: the case of folktales

Abstract
We investigate the relationship between cultural complexity and population size in a non-technological cultural domain for which we have suitable quantitative records: folktales. We define three levels of complexity for folk narratives: the number of tale types, the number of narrative motifs, and, finally, the number of traits in variants of the same type, for two well-known tales for which we have data from previous studies. We found a positive relationship between number of tale types and population size, a negative relationship for the number of narrative motifs, and no relationship for the number of traits. The absence of a consistent relationship between population size and complexity in folktales provides a novel perspective on the current debates in cultural evolution. We propose that the link between cultural complexity and demography could be domain dependent: in some domains (e.g. technology) this link is important, whereas in others, such as folktales, complex traditions can be easily maintained in small populations as well as large ones, as they may appeal to universal cognitive biases.
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1. Introduction

Recent work in cultural evolutionary theory has explored the relationship between demography (in particular, population size) and cultural complexity (French, 2015; Henrich, 2004; Shennan, 2015). Formal models, both involving selectively neutral (Premo & Kuhn, 2010; Shennan, 2001) and non-neutral traits (Henrich, 2004; Kobayashi & Aoki, 2012; Powell, Shennan, & Thomas, 2009; Shennan, 2001), predict that population size affects a population’s ability to invent and maintain complex culture (but see, for a criticism to this approach: Querbes, Vaesen, & Houkes, 2014; Vaesen, 2012; Andersson & Read, 2016; Vaesen, Collard, Cosgrove, & Roebroeks, 2016, 2016a).

These models are based on two widely shared intuitions: that small societies, due to having fewer inventors, have lower rates of invention; and that, in the rare event of invention, innovations are more likely to be lost in smaller populations, simply as a result of random loss or incomplete transmission (Richerson, Boyd, & Bettinger, 2009). For example, an influential model developed by anthropologist Joe Henrich (Henrich, 2004) proposes that, in any given population, individuals will attempt to copy the most accomplished demonstrator of a particular skill, but, since social learning is error prone, on average, learners would not be expected to attain the level of skill of the demonstrator, with only a small chance of equalling or surpassing him/her. Consequently, in a small population, it is rare that complex traits (for which errors are more likely) will be copied correctly, resulting in a loss of cultural complexity. “Population size” in this model is intended as the number of individuals that are potentially able to interact, and is referred to as “effective population size” to distinguish it from “census population size”, i.e. census data on the estimated total number of individuals belonging to a particular ethno-linguistic group (Henrich et al., 2016, see also Lycett & Norton, 2010 for a similar definition). It has been pointed out that for cultural traits, the true
“effective population size” may vary from a census count due to the possibility of cultural exchanges across ethno-linguistic boundaries (Henrich et al., 2016).

The existence of a positive effect of population size on cultural complexity is supported by a growing body of results from laboratory experiments in which larger groups of participants are able to create, and support, more complex culturally-transmitted behaviours than smaller groups (Derex, Beugin, Godelle, & Raymond, 2013; Derex & Boyd, 2015; Kempe & Mesoudi, 2014; Muthukrishna, Shulman, Vasilescu, & Henrich, 2014). In parallel, a number of empirical studies have explored the existence of a correlation between cultural complexity and population size. These studies generally focused on subsistence-related technologies (see e.g. Buchanan, O’Brien, & Collard, 2015; Collard, Buchanan, & O’Brien, 2013; Collard, Buchanan, O’Brien, & Scholnick, 2013; Collard, Kemery, & Banks, 2005; Collard, Ruttle, Buchanan, & O’Brien, 2013; Kline & Boyd, 2010; Read, 2008). The majority of cultural evolutionists consider the results of these analyses to provide robust support for a positive correlation between cultural complexity and population size (Henrich et al., 2016), although some researchers remain skeptical (Andersson & Read, 2016; Vaesen et al., 2016, 2016a).

While the relationship between demography and cultural complexity has been a key debate in the field of cultural evolution, the evidence produced by the empirical studies above is restricted to the domain of technology. Some studies have explored how linguistic complexity is influenced by demographic variables, but the results remain contentious (Hay & Bauer, 2007; Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Moran, McCloy, & Wright, 2012; Roberts & Winters, 2012). To our knowledge, no studies have explored, from a cultural evolutionary perspective, how population size might influence cultural complexity in other non-technological domains, where the same intuitions about social learning might be expected to apply. Here, we investigate one such domain, for which we have suitable quantitative information: folktales.
A folktale is defined as a prose narrative that cannot be attributed to any individual author, but, rather, constitutes a shared cultural tradition that has been passed on from person to person, and from generation to generation, usually by means of oral transmission (Thompson, 1951). While these stories will be familiar to many or most members of a population, literary and ethnographic research suggests that their long-term transmission depends on a small percentage of “active bearers” – expert storytellers who are directly analogous to “skilled demonstrators” in models of technological transmission (Henrich, 2004) – without whom these traditions would rapidly degenerate (e.g. Hansen, 2002; Sydow, 1948). Based on the demographic models discussed above, we might therefore expect the complexity of folk narrative traditions to covary with the number of active bearers available in a population. This is because when an individual invents a new tale or elaborates on an existing one (e.g. by introducing new characters an events) their innovations are more likely to catch on when there are other individuals who are sufficiently talented to memorise and reproduce them, in a manner directly analogous to the accumulation of technological complexity.

In what follows, using both data from the Aarne Thompson Uther (ATU) Index and from previous phylogenetic analysis of two tales, we analyse three levels of cross-cultural complexity in folk narrative, based on: (i) the number of “tale types”, (ii) the number of narrative “motifs”, and (iii) the number of traits in different variants of the same “type”.
2. Material and methods

We define three levels of complexity in folk narrative.

2.1 The number of "tale types"

A tale type represents an independent (i.e. self-contained), stable, storyline constituted by a specific combination of core narrative elements known as "motifs" (e.g. a human marries an animal, or a hero is set impossible tasks). Data on tale type distributions were drawn from the Aarne Thompson Uther (ATU) Index, a catalogue of over 2,000 "tale types" recorded in over 200 societies worldwide. We limited our analysis to the two most widespread genres of tale types in the ATU Index, “Animal Tales” (featuring non-human protagonists, as typified by Aesop’s fables) and "Tales of Magic" (concerning beings or objects with supernatural powers, such as fairies, witches or magic rings). We considered only European and western Asian populations, to avoid (or limit) the effects of sampling biases, as the folktale traditions of these populations are better represented in the ATU sample than those of less well-studied groups. Figure 1 shows, as an example of our data, the approximate geographical location, and the quantity, of “Animal Tales” used in our analysis.

We extracted contemporary population size data in Wikipedia, searching for the population/ethnic group page, i.e. not the language or the actual country (see e.g. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italians). Where population data were reported as a range (e.g. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_people) we simply considered the average. Populations with ambiguous estimates were excluded. Population sizes were log-transformed, as the relationship between population size and cultural complexity is predicted to be concave by the demographic hypothesis (e.g. Collard, Buchanan, & O’Brien, 2013). It is worth noting, however, that log-transforming the data does not change the qualitative result of the analysis. In addition to contemporary population sizes, we also calculated log-transformed population
estimates at the end of the nineteenth century using information available from Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_population_in_1900). These estimates provide a useful point of comparison for analysing the relationship between folktale complexity and demography, since many of the sources used in the ATU Index date back to the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries (notice also that end of the nineteenth century population size estimates strongly correlate with contemporary estimates). Our final sample comprised 380 different Animal Tales types in 73 contemporary populations and 24 nineteenth century populations, and 276 different Tales of Magic types in 74 contemporary populations and 26 nineteenth century populations. Full data are available as Supplementary material, table S1 (“Animal Tales”) and table S2 (“Tales of Magic”).

We fitted complexity and population size data with a Bayesian multilevel model with a Poisson likelihood (following McElreath, 2016). In order to control for phylogenetic and spatial autocorrelation, the model included parameters for “language family” (i.e. membership of linguistic families) and “region” using population codes from the cross-cultural database D-Place (Kirby et al., 2016). For the most dominant language family in the sample, Indo-European, the phylogenetic control was coded at the level of linguistic subfamilies. The same procedure was applied in all the following analyses. The R code to perform the analysis is provided in Supplementary material (“analysis.R”) and it requires the R package “rethinking” (McElreath, 2016a).

2.2 The number of narrative "motifs"

As explained above, motifs are the basic building blocks of tale types. We used the motif typology developed by Thompson (1955) on which the ATU Index is based, focusing again on European and western Asian populations. Although the distribution of motifs is closely tied to the cross-cultural patterning of tale types, these two measures of complexity are not
synonymous. For example, a population may have a large number of stories created recombining a small number of motifs, while another may have a relatively small number of tale types but each using a large number of unique motifs.

For this analysis, we focused on “Tales of Magic”, since these tales typically contain more motifs than other genres (for instance, the majority of Animal Tales comprise one or two motifs, with a maximum of five, whereas the maximum number of motifs in Magic Tales is 20, with a mean of 7.2 per tale). Once again, we only considered European and western Asian populations for the reasons given above, giving a total of 74 populations and 5,664 tales (notice in this case the same tale type can be present in different societies), and 2,471 tales and 26 nineteenth century populations. For each tale, we calculated how many ATU motifs were present (data extracted from Ofek, Dard nyi, & Rokach 2013, full data available as Supplementary material, table S3). For this analysis, together with “language family” and “region”, “society” was included as a parameter of the multilevel model.

2.3 The number of “traits” in variants of the same type

Variants of a tale type largely share the same motifs, but vary in their specific details or "traits". For example, the Grimm brothers' “Rotkappchen” and Charles Perrault's “Petit Chaperon Rouge” are both variants of the same tale type, “Little Red Riding Hood”, but contain distinctive features, such as the rescue of the little girl from the wolf's stomach in the Grimm tale (absent in Perrault's version). The complexity of variants recorded for any given tale type in different populations can be measured by the average number of traits they exhibit. We considered variants of two different tales, using data from two previous studies.

2.3.1 Little Red Riding Hood
We obtained data on 72 traits exhibited by 58 variants of “Little Red Riding Hood” from Tehrani (2013). We considered for our analysis only traits that could be recoded in terms of presence/absence, e.g. we excluded traits such as the number 1 in Tehrani table (“Species of the victim: [0] animal [1] human”) as they do not make intuitively a difference in the complexity of the variant. Multiple possibilities were also recoded as present/absent (e.g. trait 11 “The setting: [0] absent [1] woods [2] mountains [3] cave” was recoded as “The setting: [0] absent [1-2-3] present”). This yielded a total of 59 different traits. For this analysis, as well as the two that follow, population size data were based on the closest estimates available for the time at which a given variant was recorded. One of the variant was assigned to “Unknown” population in Tehrani (2013) and for another one we did not find unambiguous population size data, so our analysis considered a total of 56 variants. As in the previous analyses, we also considered nineteenth century population size data as benchmark. For this latter analysis, our sample was composed by 27 variants. The complexity of each variant was calculated as the number of present traits. Full data are available as Supplementary material, table S4.

2.3.2 The tale of the kind and the unkind girls

We obtained data on different variants of “The tale of the kind and the unkind girls” from Ross, Greenhill, & Atkinson (2013). Ross and colleagues analysed a vast dataset of 700 variants (coming from 31 different populations), and 424 narrative traits, sourced from Roberts (1958). Traits were already coded as present/absent, so we did not process the data any further. The additional analysis with nineteenth century population size data comprised 491 variants. The complexity of variants was calculated as before. However, for “The tale of the kind and the unkind girls”, unlike the dataset of “Little Red Riding Hood”, we have several variants for each population. For this reason, we added “society” as a parameter of the
model (analogously to the analysis of the number of narrative motifs, see section 2.2 above). Full data are available as Supplementary material, table S5.

3. Results

Table 1 summarises the main results of our models. The output we are interested in is \( \beta \), which represents the “slope” of the regression complexity/population size. Following McElreath (2016), we report the 5.5% and 94.5% quantiles of the posterior probability, and we consider that, when these (arbitrary-sized) 89% intervals do not overlap zero, this provides strong evidence of a relationship between complexity and population size. Three out of five measures were affected by population size, but, in one case, population size was negatively associated to the complexity of folktales. More specifically, the two measures of complexity defined by the number of tale types were positively related to population size (see also Figure 2), and the measure defined by the number of narrative motifs was negatively associated with population size (see also Figure 3). For the other two measures, pertaining to the number of traits in different variants of the two tales “Little Red Riding Hood” and “The tale of the kind and the unkind girls”, a relationship between population size and complexity is incompatible with the data, as the 89% intervals overlap zero (see also Figure 4).

The same analysis, applied to population size estimated for the nineteenth century, gave qualitatively similar results (see Table 2, and Supplementary material “Figures_popSize1900.pdf”). All posterior probability intervals were, for these estimates, noticeably broader, as fewer data points were present.

4. Discussion

The results of our analyses provide conflicting evidence about the relationship between demography and the complexity of oral traditions. On the one hand, we found strong support
for a positive relationship between population size and the overall number of folktales recorded in different societies. On the other, it appears that the tales told in larger populations have a lower average number of motifs than those in smaller groups, while a comparison of variants of two international tale types found no consistent relationship between population size and the number of characters, events and other plot traits.

To explain this apparent conflict, it is important to consider that different measures can capture different levels of cultural complexity: while the number of tale types maintained within a population is potentially a measure of cultural accumulation (i.e. the invention and retention of many different kinds of stories within a single, unified tradition), it could also be a reflection of cultural variation within that population (multiple overlapping traditions from different localities, each of which may consist of a relatively small numbers of stories). Since larger populations generally occupy larger geographic areas, it is possible that the larger number of tales recorded for these groups reflects regional diversity in folktales, rather than the richness of a shared corpus. Another potentially relevant factor is that the folktale traditions of larger populations might have been more extensively studied than those of smaller groups, leading to sampling biases in the number of tales included for each population in the ATU Index.

The second and third sets of analyses focused on storyline architectures, rather than simply the number of different stories. For these analyses neither the number of motifs nor plot traits in tale type variants should be sensitive to the amount of regional diversity within populations or sampling bias in the ATU. From this perspective, the negative relationship we found between the number of narrative motifs and population size could reflect another level of cultural complexity. In larger populations there could be a stronger pressure for folktales to be learnable by a larger number of individuals, favouring compressibility versus expressivity,
and ultimately simplicity, as already proposed for languages (see e.g. Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Kirby, Tamariz, Cornish, & Smith, 2015).

The results for the measures of complexity related to the number of traits in the two tales we analysed in details, for which we did not find an indication of a relationship with population size, leave open the question of whether this might be due to data insensitivity. In other terms: is the absence of relationship simply due to the fact that we did not consider enough data points in our analysis? We cannot solve this question with the current analysis, but we can point to the width of the posterior probability for the parameter β (see Table 1). Broad distributions may indicate that more data are needed, while narrow distributions (around zero) suggest more strongly an absence of relationship.

Another possible limitation in our study is that, following a number of other similar studies (e.g. Buchanan, O’Brien, & Collard, 2015; Collard, Buchanan, O’Brien, & Scholnick, 2013), we measured population size using census data on the estimated total number of individuals belonging to a particular ethno-linguistic group, and this may not correspond exactly with the “effective population size” (Henrich et al., 2016; Lycett and Norton, 2010). Indeed, Ross & Atkinson (2016) suggest that the distributions of shared folktales among ethnically diverse Arctic hunter-gatherers provide evidence for “high bandwidth” social learning extending over thousands of kilometres. However, while there can be no doubt about the potential for folktales to circulate among populations over very large distances, there is evidence to suggest that language barriers and cultural differences between groups act to contain the transmission of folktale traditions among the less multilingual, more sedentary, higher-density populations of Europe and western Asia. For example, da Silva & Tehrani (2016) spatial and phylogenetic analyses of ATU tale type distributions in Indo-European groups suggested that geographic proximity is often negatively correlated with the sharing of tales, suggesting that these populations may consciously reject stories associated with their
neighbours. Meanwhile, Ross et al.’s (2013) investigation into patterns of variation in “The tale of the kind and the unkind girls” found that variants separated by a linguistic/cultural barrier were 10 times more different from one another than variants separated by an equivalent geographical distance within the same culture. Taken together, these studies suggest that census data on ethno-linguistic groups provide a reasonable proxy of effective cultural population size — especially in the absence of any alternative measure that could be easily operationalized.

Overall, we suggest that the absence of a consistent relationship between population size and complexity in folktales may provide a novel perspective on the current debate in cultural evolution (Henrich et al., 2016; Vaesen et al., 2016). Models like the Henrich’s, mentioned in the Introduction (Henrich, 2004; Powell et al., 2009), are based on reasonable assumptions that are standard in cultural evolutionary theory: that copying is a process of selection among variants, and that it is subject to random errors, the majority of which will deteriorate the trait one attempts to copy. However, both these assumptions have been challenged by an alternative approach to cultural evolution, known as cultural attraction (Claidière, Scott-Phillips, & Sperber, 2014; Claidière & Sperber, 2007; Morin, 2015; Sperber, 1996). Proponents of cultural attraction believe that cultural transmission is not a process of selection and copying, but primarily a process of reconstruction, and, importantly, that modifications are in general not random, but oriented towards particular “attractors” (hence the name of the approach).

Oral literature has long been considered to be a domain in which transmission is influenced by cultural attractors, as exemplified by Sperber's “law” of oral tradition: “In an oral tradition, all cultural representations are easily remembered ones; hard-to-remember representations are forgotten, or transformed into more easily remembered ones before reaching a cultural level of distribution” (Sperber, 1996: 74). Laboratory recreations of oral
traditions using transmission chain experiments (Bartlett, 1932; Mesoudi & Whiten, 2008) demonstrate that the stability and distortion of narratives are influenced by a number of psychological biases, defined in cultural evolution as content biases. These include: i) a bias for survival-relevant information, such as predators, the location of food, access to resources, reproductive strategies (e.g. Stubbersfield, Tehrani, & Flynn, 2015); ii) a bias for social information, e.g. about peoples’ relations and interactions with one another (e.g. Mesoudi, Whiten, & Dunbar, 2006; Stubbersfield, Tehrani, & Flynn, 2015); iii) a bias for emotionally arousing content, such as disgust, or amusement (Eriksson & Coultas, 2014; Stubbersfield, Tehrani, & Flynn, 2017); iv) a bias for minimally-counterintuitive (MCI) information that violates some of our implicit ontological assumptions about the world in ways that makes it more salient than information that can either be taken-for-granted or is incomprehensible (e.g. Barrett & Nyhof, 2001); v) a stereotype-consistency bias, in which information is transformed and recalled in ways that make it more consistent with pre-existing expectations and prejudices (e.g. Bangerter, 2000).

These findings challenge the widely-held, but often implicit, assumption that oral transmission is necessarily messy and error-prone. Even some folktale scholars (e.g. Bottigheimer 1993, 2009) have suggested that the long-term survival of traditional narratives probably depends on the support of literary texts, without which they would be liable to degenerate. While there is no doubt that oral variants of some tales have been significantly influenced by textual versions, it seems improbable that the cross-cultural distributions of tale types and motifs can be explained by literary dissemination. First, there is no literary tradition for the majority of international tale types that predates the oral versions collected by folklorists in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Vaz da Silva 2010). Second, both qualitative content analyses (Ben Amos et al. 2010) and quantitative phylogenetic studies (da Silva & Tehrani 2016, Tehrani 2013, Tehrani et al. 2016) suggest that these tales probably
existed in oral tradition long before the emergence of literary fairy tales in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Cultural attraction theory provides an alternative explanation for how folktales survive the supposed vagaries of oral transmission that does not require the existence of a supporting literary record, but focuses instead on the psychological and ecological factors that stabilise narratives into forms that are more appealing and easier to remember.

At the same time, cultural attraction might explain the lack of a consistent correlation between folktale complexity and population size found in our study. If modifications are not random, but directed, and hence there are no particular reasons to assume that a cultural trait will deteriorate, the correlation between demography and cultural complexity appears intuitively less strong. While bigger populations can explore the space of possible cultural traits more thoroughly—or faster—, once an attractor is found then a small population will also be able to preserve traits in its “basin of attraction”, because individuals, even assuming imperfect copying, will tend to reproduce the features associated with the attractor.

Note we are not proposing that the effects of demography on cultural complexity and preservation are not important in general, but that they instead may be domain–dependent. One can conceive different cultural domains on a continuum (Acerbi & Mesoudi, 2015) in which, at one extreme, cultural maintenance heavily depends on high–fidelity transmission, errors are random and, on average, deleterious. This is likely to be the case, for example, of technology: on this end of the continuum, cultural reproduction is more subject to dynamics analogous to the ones described in Henrich (2004)’s model, and demography might be an important determinant of cultural complexity. On the other end of the continuum, instead, we find domains such as folktales, where modifications are non–random, as some features tend to be reconstructed with higher probability than others. Here one would not expect, for the reasons explained above, a correlation between population size and cultural complexity. An
analogous way to think about this distinction is in terms of different search landscapes: some domains, like technology, are characterised by narrow-peaked search spaces, where optimal solutions need to be found with the help of high-fidelity social learning. Others, like folktales, are characterised by smooth search spaces, and individuals can relatively easily reproduce the features of cultural traits they are attempting to copy (Acerbi, Tennie, & Mesoudi, 2016). Additional cultural domains that are likely to possess similar characteristics are, for example, kinship systems, which have been shown to be constrained by universal principles that make them efficient for communication, balancing simplicity and informativeness (Kemp & Regier, 2012), or some aspects of religious systems, like psychological features of supernatural agents, also considered to be reconstructed, at each instance of transmission, according to universal cognitive constraints (Barrett, 2000; Boyer, 2001).

Future studies may investigate whether these domains exhibit – or, as we predict, fail to exhibit – a correlation between population size and complexity. More generally, the fact that the importance of reconstruction (plus non–random modifications) and high–fidelity copying (plus random, detrimental, errors) differ in different cultural domains may help to explain possible gaps of the empirical support for the existence of an overall correlation between cultural complexity and population size.
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure of complexity</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>5.5%</th>
<th>94.5%</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of tale types:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal tales</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tales of magic</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of motifs:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tales of magic</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of traits:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Red Riding Hood</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tale of the kind and the unkind girls</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of results. Bold fonts indicate that the model provide strong support for the existence of a relationship between the measure of folktales complexity and population size.
Table 2: Summary of results for models using nineteenth century estimates of population size. Bold fonts indicate that the model provide strong support for the existence of a relationship between the measure of folktales complexity and population size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure of complexity</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>5.5%</th>
<th>94.5%</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of tale types:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal tales</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tales of magic</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of motifs:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tales of magic</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of traits:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Red Riding Hood</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tale of the kind and the unkind girls</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure captions

Figure 1. ATU “Animal Tales”.
Visualisation of the approximate geographical location, and the quantity, of the tale types used in the analysis for the ATU genre “Animal Tales”.

Figure 2. Number of tale types versus population size.
Complexity calculated as the number of tale types versus logarithm of population size, for which our model supports the existence of a positive relationship. A regression line and a 67% plausible interval, i.e. the region were the model expect to find the 67% of complexity, for each population size, are added to the plots. Left: ATU “Animal Tales”. Right: ATU “Tales of Magic”.

Figure 3. Number of motifs versus population size.
Complexity calculated as the average number of motifs for “Tales of Magic” versus logarithm of population size, for which our model supports the existence of a negative relationship. A regression line and a 67% plausible interval, i.e. the region were the model expect to find the 67% of complexity, for each population size, are added to the plot.

Figure 4. Number of traits versus population size.
Complexity calculated as the number of traits in different variants of the same tale type versus logarithm of population size, for which our model does not support the existence of a relationship. A regression line and a 67% plausible interval, i.e. the region were the model expect to find the 67% of complexity, for each population size, are added to the plots. Left: “Little Red Riding Hood”. Right: “The tale of the kind and unkind girls”.
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